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8th July – Day 1
Longyearbyen
GPS position (at anchor): 78˚13.88N 015˚37.05
Weather: 12˚C in the afternoon, slightly overcast
Embarkation Day. All passengers were aboard by 5pm. It turned out we were a very
international crowd with a colourful mix of nationalities and languages. Many of us had
earlier made use of the opportunity to explore Spitsbergen’s capital, including the
downtown centre, the local souvenir shops, and the excellent Svalbard Museum.
Longyearbyen (population 1800) is situated in Adventfjord which lies within Spitsbergen’s
largest fjord, Isfjord. Its location at 78˚ 13’N makes it one of the most northerly towns in the
world. The mountains of Isfjord were brilliant in the strong sunlight but the dark colours
where the snow had melted around Longyearbyen reminded us of the coal mines, once the
town’s main industry. The M/V Plancius lay at anchor in the bay as another big ship had
taken all the space along the small pier. So we were shuttled by zodiacs, the small rubber
boats, to the ship.

Hotel manager, Natascha Wisse and her assistant Liliane van Meurs were on-hand to meet
all new arrivals on the ship. With the assistance of the friendly crew we gradually found our
way around the ship. Our introductory meeting was announced over the loud-speaker (in
English and French) an invitation to gather in the observation lounge for a welcoming glass
of champagne.
The Captain, Joop van de Kop greeted us all and then Rinie van Meurs, our Expedition
Leader (EL) introduced his team. Hotel manager Natascha followed and explained all the

need-to-know housekeeping details. Assistant Expedition leader Tarik translated for our
fellow French passengers.
You’ll find complete biographies of all staff members as a separate file on the CD.
On schedule at 6pm, Plancius lifted her anchor and gently manoeuvred out into the fjord.
The Chief Officer Rutger van Eijden led a mandatory safety briefing and a lifeboat drill as
required by SOLAS (Safety Of Life At Sea) regulations.

After dinner, a few hardy passengers ventured to the outside observation decks to
experience the cold Arctic air. A few puffins were seen, as well as our airborne escort of
northern fulmars that followed the ship as she sailed down the Isfjord. For many of us this
was our first experience of the ‘midnight sun’ and the sense of timelessness in the Arctic.

9th July – Day 2
Ny Ålesund & Tinayrebukta
Anchor Position: 78˚55.9’N 011˚55.8’E
Weather: 9am 10˚C, overcast, no wind
In the morning we went ashore for a few hours to explore Ny Ålesund, a slightly eerie
community founded in 1916 to become the world’s most northerly permanent settlement
(79˚ N). Coal mining was abandoned in 1963 following a series of appalling accidents which
claimed a total of 80 lives. After some years, Ny Ålesund reinvented itself as a research
village which now houses stations run by countries as diverse as China, France, Germany,
Britain, USA, South Korea, Japan, Netherlands and Italy. Norway is also represented.

The village, which must rate as one of the cleanest and tidiest in the Arctic runs strict
ecological and environmentally friendly projects. Visitors are forbidden to walk anywhere
except on the roads. Indeed, the regeneration of mosses between the houses and the water
is obvious. A well designed museum explains the history of the village and the surrounding
natural habitat, but the whole place presents a record of its past helpfully indicated by
strategically placed information boards.

Signs of the past mining activities are everywhere, alongside high tech installations
concerned with such problems as climate change, atmospheric conditions, water pollution,
marine biology, and the present state of snow and ice.
Most of us visited the wonderful souvenir shop where there was the opportunity to buy
postcards and stamps with conveniently placed tables to hastily write our missives from the
most northerly post office in the world.
Ny Ålesund is the setting for a series of air-borne dramas as men strove to attain the north
pole by airship and aeroplane. Jim and Gerard, in English and French respectively, brought
the stories to life in the very location were they took place. First Amundsen’s attempt in a
pair of Dornier aircraft that made it to within 120 miles of the pole and only just back again.
In 1926 Amundsen teamed up with Italian Umberto Nobile and they successfully flew from
Ny Ålesund over the Pole to Alaska, just days after Richard E Byrd claimed to have made it to
the pole by Fokker aeroplane.
Finally, Nobile’s 1928 expedition in his airship Italia ended in disaster and a crash near Karl
XII Øya, while Amundsen met his end flying to the rescue of Nobile. Quite a story!

The aerial acrobatics of arctic terns could be witnessed at the pier of Ny Ålesund. Observing
the courtship behaviour of male terns, bringing fish
and krill for the impatient female to prove his
worthiness, was a real treat. Our birding party were
particularly pleased to see an ivory gull circling around
the harbour area too.
The Fox Family resident under one of the houses near
a ready supply of food on the barnacle goose lake,
provided entertainment for those passengers lucky
enough to spot them.
Back aboard for lunch as we sailed north into Krossfjord and Tinayrebukta.
.

Tinayrebukta
GPS position: 79˚11’9N 12˚04’E
This bay was named after a French painter, JP Tinayre who joined expeditions led by Duke
Albert I of Monaco to this area in 1906 & 7. We landed at Camp Zoe, near a small hut that
the British “Northern Exploration Company” established in order to extract marble. One
person, Henri Rudi, overwintered, living partly from hunting. Hunting by individuals and
small groups, often known as “trapping” began on Spitsbergen in the 1700 and continues to
the present day. The southern slopes are covered by a rich and dense vegetation, offering
food for reindeers and good places for breeding birds like pink footed goose, barnacle
goose, arctic skua, and snow bunting.

After passing the hut, we walked up the slopes which are covered with variety of plants
mosses, lichens, saxifrages, willows, mountain avens, white arctic bell-heather, whitlowgrass, until we reach a ridge. Melting snow fills the brown rivers that flow swiftly from the
glaciers. These wet areas are the favourite places for mosses and grasses. Reindeers with
young are grazing around, moving from place to place. On occasions they come close to us,
until a noise spooks them. Our walk ends at the mouth of a river, a large area covered with
gravels and pebbles

Meanwhile a second party departs from Plancius for a more leisurely excursion along the
coast of Tinayrebukta. In the glorious sunshine they are able to take photos, enjoy the
wildlife and drink in the scenery whilst the hikers make their way over the ridge and down
to the waiting zodiacs.
During the evening we took advantage of the good weather and enjoyed a ships cruise in
Lillehöökfjorden and Krossfjord. Both were explored by the pioneering English Whaler Jonas
Poole in the early 17th Century. He named Krossfjord as “upon the side of a hill, a mile to
the westwards of the road, I set up a crosse with writing upon it, signifying the day of my
arrival first in this land.”
Our first (full) day in this land has included a mixture of history, contemporary science and
wonderful scenery enhanced by increasing amounts of sunshine!

10th July – Day 3
Mushamna & Andoyane & Monacobreen
GPS positions: Mushamna: 79˚40’N 14˚11’E; Andoyane: 79˚39.8’N 13˚48.2’E
Weather: 9am +4˚C, overcast, bits of blue sky
The wake up call of Rinie (in English) and Tarik (in French) sounded at 7:00, half an hour
later we had breakfast – the sun was shining, absolutely calm seas and a great scenery at
the entrance of the Woodfjord. Our expedition team offered us 3 options from the landing
site: a real hike, a medium group and a leisurely group. We landed at Mushamna, a
sheltered bay at the eastern side of the Woodfjord. The hikers managed it to reach the first
tip of quite a steep mountain – at least it looked like this from sea level. The view from
approximately 400 meters into the Woodfjord and at the opposite side the Lieftefjord was
absolutely great and we will never forget this.

The medium group did a hike through the flat tundra, walking on old beach levels which
show that the land has lifted up after the big icecap melted. The upper layer of the
permafrost had already melted (active layer) and it was a little bit swampy but with rubber
boots no problem. The group consisted of a lot of keen birdwatchers and we ended up with
a good number of species.
The leisurely group landed right next to an old trappers hut. All the groups ended up and
visited an old trappers hut. There was a cabin nearby which you can actually rent (if you
would like to spend one year in this area like a trapper). It was a contrast to see the size
differences between the old and the new living house. The new one is quite luxurious with a
lot of space but the old one was not more than a storage room. A lot of equipment and
small things where spread out in the surrounding of the cabins e.g. a dog sledge, a rack to
hang on the seals for the dogs (polar bear proof), small houses for the dogs and so on. It was
great to walk around there – unfortunately the place was occupied by nesting arctic terns
and they defended their territory around the nest quite aggressive and they hit some of us
really hard. We returned to the landing site, did an extra zodiac cruise to observe breeding
brent geese and a king eider
duck.
The weather continued to be
perfect – after a break for
digestion of the already seen
things (and the lunch!) 9 zodiacs
where waiting for us in the
afternoon for a cruise around
the islands of the Andoyane
group, in the northern part of
Liefdefjorded. Named for the
ducks that used to nest on the
islands, the numbers are in
decline as the polar bears have
found them a ready source of
food when the sea ice has
deprived the bears of seals. So
whilst we went looking for birds,
we hoped to see a bear too.
A few moments after the first passengers had entered the zodiacs a polar bear had been
spotted. For most of us it was the first time seeing a polar bear in the wild and got the
chance to get quite close. So we approached slowly in order to not scare or disturb her – it
was likely a female. She was sitting on the upper edge of a small peninsula, she observed us
and we observed her. She did not much more than looking around, after a while she

approached to a little cliff right next to the shoreline. Even though she did not act much for
us, the bear was present and that’s totally enough – it was amazing spending time with the
biggest land carnivore of the world! Then she walked slowly over the hill and out of our
view.
Now we got the chance to explore the group if islands – the zodiacs split up in several
groups heading in different directions, investigating small sheltered bays and following the
shoreline. We encountered several grey phalaropes, some common eiders, king eiders with
their magnificent orange heads, arctic skuas and great skuas. Unfortunately the time was
running out and we headed back to the Plancius for re-warming and a ships cruise at the
front of the Monacobreen after diner.
The massive Monacobreen takes its name from Albert I of Monaco, one of the main
supporters of early Spitsbergen research and a patron of Scottish explorer William Bruce.
The front had a length of about 5 kilometres and at the highest parts the front wall reaches
40 meters. We really enjoyed the view – the scenery was perfect, surrounded by glaciers
and pointy mountains. On the way out of the Woodfjord we spotted foraging minke whales
– unfortunately these whales tend to disappear quite fast and it was already midnight, so
probably just a few of us saw them.
What a beautiful day – looking forward for more adventures and sightings tomorrow.

11th July - Day 4
Lågøya & Northaustlandet Ice edge
GPS anchor position: 80˚23.55’N 18˚24.51’E
Weather: 9am 6˚C, quite windy and bumpy during the zodiac ride to Lågøya
Some of us had been woken by the noticeable roll of the Plancius around 3 am last night.
Others had happily slept through the rough patch of water that indicated our passing north
of the Hinlopen Strait. This morning’s wake up call announced our position to the north-east
of Nord-Austlandet. After a filling breakfast (it was waffle day) Rinie and Tarik called us to
the Observation Lounge for the usual pre-disembarkation briefing. They announced that
they were going to scout the landing conditions at Lågøya first, but we should be ready to
jump into the zodiacs at short notice. Soon the call came for disembarkation came. After a
longish zodiac ride against short choppy waves we landed on a gravel beach.
The English-speaking
group headed for one
of the many lagunas,
and soon one of the
prizes of today was
spotted: the rare
Sabine’s
gull.
Binoculars
and
cameras were pointed
at this beautifully
coloured
specimen.
Sabine’s gulls feature
flashy black wing
bands (similar to
kittiwakes), a dark head with a black necklace and a delicate yellow bill tip.
Other bird life was at hand and ready to entertain too. Grey phalaropes were twiddling their
feet in the shallows of the lagoon in search for edible goodies. They looked like wind-up toys
as they whirled round and round in circles. Some wondered if they ever got dizzy. A second
pair of nesting Sabine’s gulls provided more “ohs” and “ahs”, but then a small group of
walruses nearly stole the show. Rinie aptly called this a walrus aperitif. We followed our
guides as we slowly and carefully approached the grumbling and growling group of sleepy
walrus. There were short bursts of activity including a bit of tusk posturing as the bigger
bulls jostled for more comfortable positions in the middle of the group.
In the meantime the French-speaking group had wandered up to the second and much
larger walrus herd hauled out near the spit of the gravel beach. Here about 25 walruses
slumbered in one big snorting pile. Apart from a bit of grooming, scratching and stretching

not much else was
happening. Some of the
animals sported a nice
rosy colour and our
guides explained that
these animals had been
out of the water for
quite some time and
had
increased
the
usually restricted blood
flow to the skin and
body periphery for vital
physiological processes
to take place. After a
while our groups traded places and walrus herds. Tarik and some French guests discovered
an open grave where we could see a human skull peeking back at us through the broken
wooden boards. This reminded us of the many hardship and dangers that early whalers and
explorers had to face on their Arctic journeys.
Our thoughts soon wandered back to our comfortable Plancius, and the hot cuppa waiting
there for us. The boat ride back to the ship was quite smooth as the zodiacs were running
with the wind and waves. Disembarkation at the gangway proved a bit more challenging
however as the swell made the zodiacs bounce up and down. Thankfully our able gangway
crew were at hand to help us back onto our floating home away from home.
After lunch we had time for a short nap or watching the beautiful scenery outside. At 3 pm
we gathered for a very interesting talk by our guest lecturer Dr Claude Laurius. Claude is an
eminent French glaciologist responsible for the discovery of ice core ageing, among other
things. We listened to his fascinating talk of 50 years of glaciological and climate research
that had brought him to the coldest spots on the Antarctic ice cap. Tarik’s simultaneous
interpretation was very much appreciated by those of us less versed in French. The Plancius
was passing through some first year drift ice in Nordkappsundet. The view out of the dining
room windows and the crunching of the slushy winter sea ice against the ship’s hull
provided a perfect backdrop for Claude’s lecture. The rest of the afternoon was spent sailing
towards the Seven Islands which we could spot dead ahead. Lenticular clouds in a dramatic
lead grey sky and an island chain blurred by a beautiful mirage gave us the sense of true
Arctic solitude.
We spent the rest of the afternoon and early evening edging slowly and carefully along the
ice edge. Dark dots on the thin ice were identified as ringed seals by our naturalist team,
with the occasional larger bearded seal thrown in for good measure. Small groups of harp
seals raised their heads high out of the water to get a better look at this strange blue-hulled

polar visitor. The light was magical and many of us were out on deck enjoying the stunning
evening and the relatively mild temperature. The Plancius turned her bow south (most
northern position: 80˚38.8’N 19˚50.3E) again towards Nordaustlandet, and we headed for
the dining room for dinner. The officers on the bridge turned up the radio to listen to the
World Cup soccer final with the Netherlands playing (and loosing against) Spain!

12th July - Day 5
Sorgfjord & Kinnvika
GPS anchor position: Sorgfjord: 79˚55.9’N 16˚43.4’E
Weather: 9am 10˚C, overcast, foggy, later sunny
Some of us saw them already from the ship; large cinnamon colour, lumps of blubber
lingering lazily on a sandy beach in Sorgfjord. Our goal in Sorgfjord was to visit a haul-out
site for the Atlantic walrus. Besides walrus, the area offers great opportunity for hiking and
has some interesting history.
In 1693 a fleet of 40 Dutch whalers were trying to hide in this fjord when chased by 3 French
war ships. The Dutch were worried of course, hence the name ‘Sorg’ which relates to the
Dutch word ‘Zorg’ which means worrying. Some 13 ships were captured, 10 ships were sunk
and the rest managed to escape.

There is also a cross on a small ridge called Eolusneset. This cross was put up by the crew of
the Eolus, a ship which was trapped here for some time in the ice in 1844. The crew put up
the cross in memoriam of the whalers who died here around Spitsbergen. The cross has
nothing to do with the Dutch-French conflict as earlier described neither do the graves on
Eolusneset. The nationality or dates of the graves is not known but they are likely to be the
final resting place of whalers.
Once ashore the hiking group took off with Matthias and Christophe for a scenic walk
further inland. Their goal was to reach the plateau of a mountain for a view over the fjord.
The rest of us went to visit the walruses. The animals on the shore were probably all males.
The females and calves live in separate herds usually further east, closer to the ice edge.
The reason for this is not known. Later in the season both herds meet at traditional open
water areas to spend the winter. Towards the end of winter they mate before the herds
split up again for the summer.

We approached them very carefully, with several breaks to give them time to get use to our
presence and to avoid disturbance. On our way we flushed an eider duck off her nest which
was built right in the middle of the beach. We covered the two eggs with some down to
keep them warm and we quickly moved on towards the haul-out site.
The most interesting animals were actually in the water and some of them came very close
to check us out. What a spectacular experience that was, to see these big wild animals
coming in so close to have a look at their strange visitors and it was their own choice! We
were all thrilled and hundreds of pictures were taken. After a while the walrus watchers

split up and some of them went to visit the cross and the graves on Eolusneset, while others
decided to stay along the beach to spent more time with these fascinating animals. Later in
the morning the hikers had hurried up to catch a glimpse of the walrus show. They were
also treated by the walruses with a close encounter before heading back to the ship.

Kinnvika in the Murchinson Fjorden
In the afternoon we planned a landing in the
Murchinson Fjorden on Nordaustlandet. This
fjord is situated on the west side of
Nordaustlandet. After a quick briefing we
landed at Kinnvika, an abandoned Swedish
and Finish research station. It was built
during the International Geophysical Year in
1957-8. The station was only active for a
short time and since then it was used
occasionally by scientific field expeditions. In
2003-2004 it was used for a private wintering
by Marie Tieche and Hauke Trinks. The story goes that he met her in Longyearbyen in a
hotel and after an hour he asked her if she wanted to come with him to spend the winter in
Kinnvika. She did and it was one of the best times in their lives.
The area looked very barren and during the briefing Rinie pointed out, “there is nothing to
see and that is what I would like to show you!”
As a matter of fact, once we were ashore we were amazed by the variety of subtle life and
of course the beautiful geography. Tiny little plants and lichens managed to survive here.
We found scattered whale bones way inland because of the isostatic rebound. Some of
these bones were completely integrated, having around them a little garden of mosses and
a few plants at micro scale. These bones have been releasing, although extremely slowly,
nutrients over the last few thousand years that some of these mosses and plants thrive on.
Reindeer droppings were often found around these mini gardens, showing that these
animals even manage to survive in such an environment. The reindeer on Nordaustlandet
seem to be, not surprisingly, slightly smaller than the animals on the west coast of
Spitsbergen. They also seem genetically diverse from the rest of the Spitsbergen population
as they live almost completely isolated by the Hinlopen Strait, which creates a natural
barrier.
The hikers decided for a scenic walk up a small mountain. They were rewarded with a
beautiful view over the fjord and Kinnvika area. From the top they could distinguish

numerous islands in the fjord and raised beaches, typical along the shores of
Nordaustlandet.
These raised paleo-beaches, some of which extended more than 50 meters above the
current water level, were readily visible as one looked across the coastline towards
Vestfonna, one of the two glacial domes covering the stark expanse of Nordaustlandet. Less
obvious but ubiquitous were all imaginable varieties of permafrost landforms. The area
provided textbook examples of ice wedges, polygonal ground and stone circles – to name
just a few. These subtle landscape features clearly indicated a prolonged period of time
during which Nordaustlandet has been deglaciated (at least hundreds of years) while the
ground has remained frozen at depth.

Complex thermodynamic processes in surface-near substrates ultimately led to a discernible
patterning of the ground surface over that period of time. If you would put a camera above
these stone circles and took one shot every five years for the next 5,000 years, you would be
amazed how much the stones are wandering about! Indeed, this sorting of rocks appeared
more like art than the application of the laws of thermodynamics!
Apart from patches of sparse vegetation and these permafrost features Nordaustlandet
resembled a mosaic of frost-shattered bedrock and snow banks at the time of our visit.
Short of any evidence of higher life forms, the rock fragments nonetheless offered up
fossilized blue-green algae, reef-like micro-striations and, here and there, stromatolithe
nodules. Overall, not bad for a whole bunch of “nothing”!

13th July - Day 6
Alkefjellet & Faksevågen
GPS position: drifting position off

Alkefjellet 79˚35.7’N 18˚28.4’E
Faksvågen 79˚33.1’N 17˚40.8’E

Weather: 3˚C in the morning, overcast, later partly foggy
The cliffs of Alkefjellet look impressive even before one leaves the ship. How much greater
it is to be under them, in the zodiac, amongst 65,000 pairs of Brünnichs guillemots! This is
not the largest colony in Spitsbergen, but is is the most accessible. Even before we reached
the cliffs, hundreds of birds were in the water near the boats and they allowed us to come
very close before diving or flying away.

We motored along the grassy slopes beneath the higher cliffs hoping to catch sight of an
Arctic fox. We were unlucky, but did spot a small family of barnacle geese, strangely out of
place. Barnacle geese usually prefer to breed close to lakes and ponds.
Brünnichs guillemots conveniently breed on small ledges found on the vertical cliffs right
down to sea level. As we approached the cliffs, the bird song was quite incredible, and the
sky teeming with guillemots leaving or arriving at the ledges. The adult birds hide their
eggs and chicks well, holding them against the rock wall to keep them warm and safe. We

spotted a number of glaucous gulls and some gull chicks too. The fox and glaucous gull are
the two main predators at Alkefjellet.
All of us looked on in awe at such an extraordinary sight. We had just reached the end of
the cruise along the cliffs and were taking a quick look at some glacial features before
heading back for coffee when Sonja’s excited voice came over the radio. “Whales!” she
cried and all boats carefully made their way out from the cliffs towards an area were at least
two fin whales were feeding.

Two 20m long adult whales delighted us as they surfaced close the Zodiacs. Those on the
right hand side of the whales we were able to see the distinctively paler colouring when
compared to the left of the fin whale. On each surfacing, the whales would breath three or
four times before arching and diving for a mid–depth feed at around 100m, lasting around
3-5 minutes. Fin whales are baleen whales, meaning that they gulp in huge quantities of sea
water and then filtering the water with their baleen plates as they push it back out,
retaining the plankton or fish on which they feed.
We stayed with the whales for around 20 minutes: an amazing experience! To celebrate,
Natasha, Liliana and the hotel team had some warming hot chocolate ready for us at the top
of the gangway. What a morning!
And it was not over yet as we had time to watch a new film about Claude Laurius. Claude is
a passenger on board and the film follows his team as they spend one year in Antarctica as
part of the International Geophysical Year of 1957-8.

Plancius soon brought us to our afternoon destination, Faksvagen. The hiking group shot up
the mountain finding ptarmigan en route. This is the only bird to over-winter in Svalbard
and it has many adaptations in order to help it cope with the cold conditions. These include
double feathers, with a warm down-type feather behind the waterproof outer feather. The
ptarmigan’s feathers not only cover the feet but grow on the soles of the feet too! At the
top, the hiking team paused for a photo by a huge glacial erratic, a boulder transported
many miles by glacier action of the past, before head down to the coast and a zodiac pickup.

The Medium group covered almost as much distance but in the opposite direction. They
missed out on ptarmigan but did see reindeer, including some calves. The reindeer on
Spitsbergen descended from the populations of northern Europe but have further adapted
to cope with the cold. Like several other polar mammals, they have a more compact body
shape than their temperate counterparts thus enabling them to retain warmth more
efficiently.
All groups were back on board by 7pm in time for a beautifully sunny BBQ on the aft deck; a
great way to end the day!

14th July - Day 7
Isbjornsundet & Southern Hinlopenstrait
Drift position: 79˚05.4’N 19˚51.7’E
Weather: 9am 6˚C, sunny, no wind, partly heavy fog
At 4am the ship’s crew started to prepare the Plancius. We went out of the beautiful
Faksevågen and Lomfjord heading south into the Hinlopenstrait. The sun was shining but
occasionally our ship had to sail through thick fog patches. The day was announced as an
“exploring” day because nobody had any idea how far south the sea ice would allow us to
travel. The captain followed the west coast of the Hinlopenstrait and into Isbjornsundet.
Right at that moment the fog lifted and we were able to see the complete Isbjornsundet
with the Alfarvegen glacier at the far end.

Our expedition team had spotted a polar bear walking on the last year’s ice - the name of
the bay already sounding promising! The announcement followed right after the sighting –
“get ready, we are waiting for you at the gangway”. It was quite hectic but Rinie tries to
make use of each of these sightings. So we quickly jumped into the Zodiacs in order to be at
the ice edge before the bear left the area. With a closer look we could distinguish the sex it was a female with a satellite transmitter around the neck. Most of us arrived at the right
moment. She slid quietly into the open water and swam in direction of a resting bearded

seal. We were very quiet and expected that something would happen soon. But the seal
was lucky. Maybe next time the bear will be successful.
This was not the only bear at the ice in front of us – there were two more: a mother with
her yearling cub. Both were sleeping. We followed the ice edge with the Zodiacs and had a
look at beautiful blue glacier icebergs, the first icebergs that we had encountered by Zodiac.
The fog became thicker and thicker and the Captain was already worried about us finding
our way back to the ship. So in order that nobody got lost the Zodiacs stayed together for
the cruise back. This was not a great problem in these times of global positioning systems!
It is hard to believe how we worked in former times without the help of these devices! It
was almost noon and the expedition team offered us a recap - for us a chance to ask all the
questions that had arisen during the last few expedition days.
We cruised southwards
partly in thick fog with
open areas of sunshine
– catching glimpses of
unbelievable scenery. A
few
bearded
seals
resting on ice flows had
been spotted on the
way
through
the
Hinlopenstrait.

In the afternoon we had
the possibility to attend
a lecture: we could
either listen to a talk given by Tarik introducing the ecology of the arctic or to Sonja’s
famous seals & science of Svalbard talk. Both talks where very informative and entertaining.
Later on we celebrated the national day of France with a glass of champagne. Tarik
explained what happened on this day in Paris and Claude proposed a toast to saving the
arctic environment.
Unfortunately, for the rest of the day we sailed in the thick fog but enjoyed the
entertainment onboard the Plancius. A lot of people spent a long time outside looking out
into the fog – sea fog is the typical weather phenomenon in that area because of the
temperature difference of water and air.
During the night we slowly headed towards the Freemansundet, the narrow passage
between the islands of Barentsøya to the north and Edgeøya to the south.

15th July – Day 8
Freemansundet & Kapp Lee
Kapp Lee anchorage: 78˚05.1 N 20˚45.2’ E
Weather: 1˚C in the morning, quite sunny with
low clouds, later foggy
We awoke to a slightly grey morning with wafts
of fog and our ship drifting just east of
Freemansundet. After breakfast third Officer
Svenja took the Plancius into this 5 km wide channel between Barentsøya to our starboard
(right) and Edgeøya just off our port (left) side. The landscape was dramatic with a brooding
atmosphere created by the low clouds. On the right we passed the mighty Freemansbreen
glacier. Famous for its surge during the 1950s which considerably affected vessel traffic
through Freemansundet. As most glaciers around Svalbard it has since been retreating with
its icy front nearly completely aground on land.
A few yellowish dots were spotted along the slopes of Edgeøya and were identified as
sleeping polar bears by our naturalist guides. Shortly before 10 am we reached our intended
anchorage for this morning’s activities at Sundneset (Barentsøya). A yellow-white blob
emerged from a pile of rocks some distance from the intended landing site, and then
another one disappeared behind the ridge near a little hut. Two bears on shore definitely
would not make good company for us! So we played spot the bear from the ship for a while
and then headed towards Kapp
Lee at the north-western tip
Edgeøya.
Shortly before lunch Claude
Laurius gave the second part of
his thought-provoking lectures
on ice cores, global climate and
our effects on biodiversity and
the planet. Tarik once again
provided
a
competent
simultaneous translation for the
English speakers.
We were ready to board the zodiacs soon after lunch and headed for the shore at
Dolerittneset which was shrouded in mist. Rinie, Christophe, Gérard and Matthias took
some of us on a longer exploratory walk. Soon two Arctic foxes were spotted near some
reindeer carcass. The foxes proved very photogenic and cooperatively posed for the clicking

cameras. Several friendly reindeer also
added joy for the photographers. The waves
of mist occasionally allowed glimpses of the
stunning mountain scenery with dolerite
outcrops on the lower plains. A few rather
boggy patches lurked along the way and a
couple of us took involuntary wallows in the
rather sticky mud.
In the meantime the more leisurely inclined group with Tarik, Jim Nathalie and Sonja
explored the remains of an old Pomor dwelling near the landing site. Jim told the fascinating
tale of some ship wrecked sailors who survived for 6 years on Edgeøya with little more than
a few tools, their resourcefulness and their will to survive. The botanisers amongst us were
delighted to add a few new saxifrages to the species list (marsh and alpine brook), while
Svalbard poppies, Arctic mouse-ear,
various buttercups and northern
campion also contributed to the
diverse flora. Colourful mosses dotted
the moist ground, especially where
weathered bones provided extra
nutrients for the barren soil. The mist
only added to the eerie atmosphere as
we walked along the beaches littered
with whale and walrus bones where
whalers and sealers had processed
their marine mammal quarries. Luckily a large heard of noisy and smelly live walruses
provided modern-day entertainment. Some of us also got up close and personal to a small
herd of reindeer that grazed peacefully between some Norwegian huts (one conspicuoulsy
octagonal in shape) which had also been used as a scientific outpost by a Dutch expedition
in the 1960s. We returned to the ship for afternoon tea and happy hour in the bar.
The Plancius once again weighed anchor and we sailed south across Storfjord in perfect sun
light sparkling on the smooth silky surface of the sea. The visibility was mind-boggling. We
could spot the snow covered pointy peaks of Sörkappland 140km to the south-west!
That wasn’t the end of the day though. After dinner Jim told us some entertaining
Spitsbergen stories (of personal past adventures and inspirations) and Gérard gave a talk in
French about sea ice and icebergs. The Plancius rounded the southern most point of our
trip, Sörkapp, in the early hours of the morning, but few of us were awake to witness this
moment (though rumour has it that the crew was living it up deep down in the bowels of
the ship ….).

16th July – Day 9
Hornsund
Ships position for Zodiac Cruise 77˚02.74’ N
16˚00.14’ E
Weather: 9 am 5˚C, heavy fog, no wind
It was foggy when we sailed along the south west
coast of Spitsbergen on our way to the Hornsund.
We could not see the mountain range from the
coast but we were hoping that it would clear as we
entered the fjord. Slowly the fog lifted as we entered the fjord and we could distinguish the
glaciers and the mountains. East Burgerbukta was almost bathing in sunshine and we had a
great view of the glacier and the landscape around it. So we did not want to loose any time
and we quickly went into the Zodiacs for a cruise amongst numerous beautiful blue icebergs
of all kinds of different shapes.
The deep blue colour comes from the blue
wavelengths of the visible spectrum of daylight.
The yellow and the red wavelengths are absorbed
by the ice. This blue light refracts and that is what
you see: blue light. When you break off a piece
the blue ice, the colour is gone as all three colour
wavelengths go right through.
Millions of pictures were taken as every bergybit
was different. Some had flocks of kittiwakes sitting
on them making it even more interesting to photograph. At times some black guillemots
came right up to the Zodiacs to check us out. The birdwatchers were very lucky as an ivory
gull was posing for them on a piece of ice at only a few metres away! Its family name is
Pagophilla which means “ice lover”.
Only one bearded seal was spotted during the cruise. This is unusual because this species
prefers areas like this near glaciers where they can haul out to complete their moult in
summer. Maybe they had been chased too much by polar bears just before our arrival.
The cold made us hungry and after our memory cards were full with hundreds of gigabytes
of icebergs, we headed back to the ship for lunch.
After lunch we made a ship’s cruise around Brepollen, at the head of the Hornsund.
Brepollen is surrounded by many glaciers of which one is the Hornbreen. This glacier
extends all the way to the east coast. In early spring many polar bears make their way back
to the east coast using this large flat glacier as a highway.
While we moved over to another fjord called Samarinevågen, Rinie grabbed the chance to
give his polar bear talk. In the 22 seasons that he has worked here, he has a amassed a
large collection of polar bear pictures. His experience and anecdotes made the presentation
not only educational but also enjoyable too.

And if we had not seen enough bears yet, after dinner we found a polar bear resting on a
spit of land near a small glacier. The waters were deep enough so the captain could make a
close pass by the bear. Beautiful dark clouds with spectacular light beams touching the
water accompanied us as we were leaving the Oresund.

17th July – Day 10

Ingeborgfjellet & Dahlgrenodden
Weather: 5˚C, wind SW force 2, overcast but with good visibility
GPS Position at landing: 73˚33.07’N 14˚53.15’E
The swell that gently rocked us to sleep last night was now causing breaking waves at our
proposed landing site of Ingeborgfjellet. The plans for morning and afternoon were
switched and Plancius crossed the Bellsund into the shelter of Van Keulenfjorden.
Plans were to change again! As the Zodiac carrying the hiking group ran into the shore a
polar bear was spotted on the beach! All Zodiacs stood off whilst the guides assessed the
polar bear’s intentions. The bear (we never did get close enough to be sure of the gender)
was eating a seal. It is unusual to find a bear eating a seal on the beach as normally bears
rely on sea ice from which to catch their prey. The bear did not seem to mind us too much
so one Zodiac returned with the guides, who then quickly launched the remaining Zodiacs to
enable all passengers to got close to the bear.

The polar bear tolerated us to a point and then when he left his half-eaten kill we retreated.
His kill was probably hard-won and so we should not deprive him of it.
An impromptu Zodiac cruise followed, taking us to Bamsebu in Dahlgrenodden. Here we
found a beluga whale grave yard. Belugas are small, white coloured, toothed whales that
once were abundant in this sheltered fjord. Most whaling that took place around
Spitsbergen used harpoons, but these belugas were caught differently. They were caught
using nets rather than harpoons. Some of the nets and the small boats that were used to
tow them where seen on the shore close to the bones.
The hiking group set off as three teams. The mountain goats took to the high road and
found good views amongst the fertile tundra. The keen bird watchers wandered along the
shore and were able to take some close up shots of purple sand pipers. A third group took
the middle ground, enjoying the flora and finding numerous fox traps. At the zodiac pick-up
site the three groups re-united and had a look at some mining carts left over from the
disorganised activities of the Northern Exploration Company (NEC). Based in the UK the NEC
spent many thousands of pounds setting up mining operations in Spitsbergen without
actually extracting any worth-while rock!

After lunch we sailed to Ingeborgfjellet but, unfortunately we were again beaten by the surf,
rolling into the bay on the south westerly winds from the Atlantic. This meant that
unfortunately we could not land to see the Little Auk colony as planned.

During the late afternoon as Plancius sailed towards Isfjord, there was time to squeeze in
two more lectures. Rinie and Tarik talked about the Arctic Food-Web and Polar Ecology in
English and French for their respective audiences.
After packing away our heavy winter clothing, we were invited to join Captain van de Kop
and his staff for a farewell cocktail. Rinie made his final farewell speech, thanking everyone
for joining the expedition staff on such an exhilarating adventure. The evening was spent
with old and new friends, reflecting on our trip and the journeys we all faced ahead.
Thank you for sharing the journey with us, and we hope one day to travel with you again!
The Plancius Expedition Team.

Trip statistics
Total distance travelled:
Amount of diesel used:
Total landings/cruises:
Total photographs taken:

1167 nautical miles
40 cubic meters
14
far too many to count! But at a guess, the same as the number
of Brünnich’s Guillemots at Alkefjellet !!

